Abstract: This paper quantitatively investigates the spatial and temperature resolutions of magnetic nanoparticle (MNP) temperature imaging with a multiline phantom filled with MNPs. The multiline phantom in total consists of seven lines with different distances between two adjacent lines. A scanning magnetic particle spectrometer is used to measure the spatial distributions of the MNP harmonics for MNP concentration and temperature imaging, whereas an iterative deconvolution method is used to improve the spatial resolution. A modulation transfer function calculated from the MNP concentration image is used to quantitatively present the spatial resolution, whereas the standard deviation of the measured temperatures is used to quantitatively present the temperature resolution. The spatial resolution is about 4 mm while the temperature resolution is about 1.0 K without deconvolution. With increasing the number of the iterative loops in the deconvolution, the spatial resolution is improved to 2 mm while the temperature resolution is worsened to about 9.6 K due to deconvolution-based oscillation.
Introduction
Temperature is one of the most important parameters affecting the biological and physiological status of a human body. Temperature determination plays a significant role in disease diagnostics and treatment. For instance, infrared thermography is used to provide information on breast cancer [1, 2] . Temperature is one of the key factors affecting the treatment efficiency of cancer with magnetic hyperthermia [3, 4] . Noninvasive and in-vivo temperature determination contributes to construct a temperature-controlled magnetic hyperthermia system for cancer therapy. In addition, a novel tool of in-vivo temperature determination is crucial to thermally controlled drug delivery for in-situ and quantitative drug release [5] [6] [7] . Therefore, a novel method of noninvasive and in-vivo temperature imaging is highly relevant to biomedical and biological applications.
However, accurate assessment of in-vivo temperature is still a challenging and hot research topic. Lots of efforts have been made in noninvasive temperature imaging beneath the surface of an object. Recently, magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) have been used as temperature sensors for noninvasive temperature measurement based on the temperature sensitivity of MNP magnetization induced by magnetic fields. In a direct current (DC) magnetic field, the static magnetization versus applied DC magnetic field M(H) curve is measured to calculate temperature [8] [9] [10] . In an alternating current (AC) magnetic field, the spectra of MNP magnetization are characterized for temperature determination [11, 12] . In addition, the phase lag of an MNP harmonic is measured to realize MNP thermometry in a high-frequency AC magnetic field [13, 14] . However, all the approaches measure the integral, average temperature of an MNP sample, but not the temperature distribution.
In 2005, magnetic particle imaging (MPI) was first introduced to directly measure the spatial distribution of MNP concentration [15] . To realize MPI, a gradient DC magnetic field and AC excitation magnetic fields are applied for spatial encoding and the excitation of magnetic particles. Ideally, magnetic particles can only respond to the AC magnetic fields in a field free point (FFP) or field free line (FFL), where the DC magnetic field is zero. The magnetic particles that are far away from the FFP or FFL get saturated and do not respond to the AC magnetic fields. With this idea, several approaches reported the realization of MPI with magnetic scanning of a field free point or field free line [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Then, MPI was extended towards a functional imaging of MNP mobility or the viscosity of the surrounding matrix [22, 23] . The approach of multicolor MPI was also used to measure the spatial distribution of MNP temperature, which has the potential of in-vivo temperature imaging [24] . Besides the electrical-scanning approaches, mechanical scanning and a multichannel system were presented to measure the spatial distribution of MNP concentration [25, 26] . Recently, a scanning magnetic particle spectrometer (SMPS) was designed to simultaneously measure the spatial distributions of MNP concentration and temperature with a defined point spread function (PSF) and a proper deconvolution method. It has demonstrated the feasibility of the SMPS for noninvasive temperature imaging [27] . However, the spatial and temperature resolutions in MNP temperature imaging, as well as their dependence on the deconvolution or reconstruction, have not yet been quantitatively explored.
This paper quantitatively investigates the spatial and temperature resolutions of MNP temperature imaging. A multiline phantom, consisting of several parallel lines filled with MNPs, with different distances between two adjacent lines, is filled with an MNP sample for experiments. The first and third harmonics of the MNP sample are measured with a custom-built SMPS to simultaneously image MNP concentration and temperature. In this paper, the first harmonic amplitude is used to show the concentration image, while the harmonic ratio R 3rd/1st , independent of MNP concentration, is used to determine the temperature image [28, 29] . A deconvolution method based on a defined PSF is used to independently deconvolve the measured harmonics to improve the spatial resolution of MNP temperature imaging. A modulation transfer function (MTF) from the MNP concentration image is used to quantitatively characterize the spatial resolution, while the standard deviation of measured temperatures from the MNP temperature image is characterized to determine the temperature resolution. The spatial and temperature resolutions of the MNP temperature imaging, as well as their dependence on the deconvolution, are presented and discussed.
Experimental Description

Experimental Methods for MNP Temperature Imaging
In an AC magnetic field, MNP harmonics are dependent on MNP concentration and temperature. The models for the description of MNP magnetization, such as the static Langevin function and Fokker-Planck equation (FPE), indicate that MNP concentration has a linear relationship with MNP harmonic amplitudes, whereas MNP temperature has a nonlinear relationship with MNP harmonics in a small temperature range, for example, from 295 to 325 K [28, 29] . Thus, the harmonic ratio, such as the ratio of the 3rd to the 1st harmonic, R 3rd/1st , is independent of MNP concentration, but only dependent on MNP temperature. Therefore, each harmonic can be used to realize MNP concentration measurement whereas the harmonic ratio of two harmonics can be used to realize temperature determination independent of concentration.
In this paper, the spatial distributions of the 1st and 3rd harmonics are measured with a custom-built SMPS. The sensitivity profile of the pickup coil, s(x, y), defined as the PSF of the imaging system, is independent of MNP magnetic properties, but dependent on the geometry of the pickup coil, such as the diameter of the pickup coil, and the distance between the pickup coil and the MNP sample. Then, the measured 1st and 3rd harmonics u 1 (x, y) and u 3 (x, y) are, respectively, a convolution Nanomaterials 2018, 8, 866 3 of 13 of the PSF s(x, y) and the 1st and 3rd harmonics M 1 (x, y, c, T) and M 3 (x, y, c, T) generated by local MNPs [27] :
where * means convolution, M 1 (x, y, c, T) and M 3 (x, y, c, T) depend on MNP concentration, c, and temperature, T, in a spatial position (x, y), and ω is the angular frequency of the applied AC magnetic field. A deconvolution method based on the PSF enables the measurements of the spatial distributions of the 1st and 3rd harmonics generated by local MNPs. In this paper, an iterative reconstruction method called a simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique (SART) is used to independently deconvolve the measured images of the 1st and 3rd harmonics, which independently minimizes
with noise-suppressing features [30] . Herein, G is the system matrix, calculated from s(x, y), and λ is a regularization parameter. The estimated image of 1st and 3rd harmonics M 1 k (x, y) and
where V and W are diagonal matrices with row and column sums of G in the diagonal. The fixed regularization parameter λ = 1.9 is a constant in the iteration [30] . The initial guess M i 0 (x, y) is set to zero. In the implementation of the iterative deconvolution, the maximum iteration K max is set to stop the iteration. MNP concentration imaging can be realized with either M 1 or M 3 , whereas MNP temperature imaging can be achieved with the harmonic ratio R 3rd/1st = M 3 /M 1 .
Experimental Setup and Materials
A multiline phantom with different distances between two adjacent lines is filled with an MNP suspension for phantom experiments with a custom-built SMPS. Figure 1a shows the multiline phantom filled with MNPs. Each line in the phantom has a length of 8 mm, a width of 1 mm and a depth of 1.5 mm. Figure 1b shows a schematic of the concentration-versus-y curve. The distances between two adjacent lines are 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0 and 4.0 mm, respectively. The experimental MNP sample is SHP-30, purchased from Ocean NanoTech. Ltd. Corp. (San Diego, CA, USA), consisting of Fe 3 O 4 single-core nanoparticles with a nominal core diameter of 30 nm, a coating of monolayer oleic acid and monolayer amphiphilic polymer, and concentration of 5 mg/mL (Fe). The MNPs are characterized by a custom-built AC susceptibility system, showing a peak in the imaginary part of the complex AC susceptibility at about 3 kHz. It corresponds to a median hydrodynamic diameter of about 51 nm, which fits very well with optical approaches [31] . In addition, the fitting between the experiments and theoretical analysis without taking into account the dipolar interaction also means that the dipolar interaction is negligible. Thus, the dipolar interactions between experimental MNPs are not taken into account in this paper. The SMPS uses a Helmholtz coil for the generation of an AC magnetic field and a gradiometric pickup coil with a diameter of about 2.5 mm for the measurement of MNP magnetization. The details of the SMPS design are presented in Reference [27] . 
Results and Discussion
Calibration of Temperature-Dependent Harmonic Ratio
In our previous study, the static Langevin function was used to describe the temperature-dependent harmonic ratio of MNP magnetization while ignoring MNP dynamics. It showed that the harmonic ratio R3rd/1st decreased with increasing temperature. However, the dynamics of SHP-30 in an AC magnetic field with amplitude of 10 mT and frequency of 2004 Hz cannot be ignored, causing the inapplicability of the static Langevin function. In this paper, the temperature-dependent harmonic ratio R3rd/1st is calibrated in advance with the SMPS by changing the sample temperature. A sample of SHP-30 with a line with a width of 2 mm, a length of 8 mm and a depth of 1.5 mm is used to perform the calibration experiment. A water tube with temperature-controlled cycling water is placed below the MNP sample to change the sample's temperature. An infrared thermometer VarioCAM, purchased from InfraTec GmbH (Dresden, Germany), is used to measure the sample's temperature, whereas the SMPS is used to measure the harmonic ratio R3rd/1st. Figure 2 shows the harmonic ratio R3rd/1st versus temperature, which indicates that the harmonic ratio R3rd/1st increases with increasing temperature. This phenomenon shows the opposite behaviour expected from the static Langevin function [12] . In a sufficiently high-frequency AC magnetic field, MNP dynamics play a significant role in the MNP harmonics. For SHP-30, dominated by Brownian relaxation τB, the FPE indicates that the dynamic MNP magnetization is significantly affected by ωτB(T), with the angular frequency ω of the applied magnetic field and the temperature-dependent Brownian relaxation time τB(T). With increasing temperature, the Brownian relaxation time τB(T)
significantly decreases due to a higher thermal energy and a lower viscosity. It means that MNPs can rotate faster to follow the excited AC magnetic field, thus strengthening the MNP magnetization, especially higher harmonics [32, 33] . Thus, a higher temperature leads to a higher harmonic ratio, as shown in Figure 2 . In the small temperature range from 298 to 322 K, the temperature-dependent harmonic ratio R3rd/1st is fitted with a linear equation (see solid line in Figure 2 ). The coefficient of determination R-square applying linear regression is 0.98, while the maximum deviation between the experimental and fitting harmonic ratio is below 0.004 (see the inset in Figure 2 ), meaning that the linear equation can describe the temperature-dependent harmonic ratio in the given temperature 
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range. Figure 2 indicates that the temperature sensitivity dR3rd/1st/dT of the harmonic ratio is 0.00188 
MNP Temperature Imaging
The 1st and 3rd harmonics are measured with the SMPS to realize MNP concentration and temperature imaging. The scanning field of view (FOV) is 10 mm × 22 mm in x-and y-directions with a scanning step of 0.2 mm. The scanning time amounts to about 15 min. A water tube with water cycled by a pump was placed below the first line to change the temperature profile of the phantom, as shown in Figure 1a . The water temperature was controlled in a water bath at about 346 K (about 73 °C). An AC magnetic field with amplitude of 10 mT and frequency of 2004 Hz is applied to excite the MNPs. Figure 3 show the measured and deconvolved spatial distributions of the 1st (the first row) and 3rd (the second) harmonics for different Kmax values. Note that Kmax = 0 means that the harmonics are the measured ones without deconvolution. Thus, the images in the first column in Figure 3 are measured data without deconvolution. Figure 3 indicates that the measured image can only resolve two lines with a distance of 3 mm, whereas the deconvolved images for Kmax = 200 (2000) can resolve two lines with a distance of 2 mm (1.5 mm) with deconvolution. Thus, the deconvolution improves the spatial resolution. 
The 1st and 3rd harmonics are measured with the SMPS to realize MNP concentration and temperature imaging. The scanning field of view (FOV) is 10 mm × 22 mm in x-and y-directions with a scanning step of 0.2 mm. The scanning time amounts to about 15 min. A water tube with water cycled by a pump was placed below the first line to change the temperature profile of the phantom, as shown in Figure 1a . The water temperature was controlled in a water bath at about 346 K (about 73 • C). An AC magnetic field with amplitude of 10 mT and frequency of 2004 Hz is applied to excite the MNPs. Figure 3 show the measured and deconvolved spatial distributions of the 1st (the first row) and 3rd (the second) harmonics for different K max values. Note that K max = 0 means that the harmonics are the measured ones without deconvolution. Thus, the images in the first column in Figure 3 are measured data without deconvolution. Figure 3 indicates that the measured image can only resolve two lines with a distance of 3 mm, whereas the deconvolved images for K max = 200 (2000) can resolve two lines with a distance of 2 mm (1.5 mm) with deconvolution. Thus, the deconvolution improves the spatial resolution.
With the deconvolved spatial distributions of the 1st and 3rd harmonics, the spatial distributions of harmonic ratio R 3rd/1st for different K max values are depicted in Figure 4 . Note that MNP temperature imaging is not able to provide temperature information at a position where there are no MNPs. Thus, a threshold γ = 0.3 is applied in the calculation of the harmonic ratio R 3rd/1st in this paper. The harmonic ratio R 3rd/1st in a position where M 1 (x, y) <γ·M max , meaning there are no MNPs in the position, was set to 0.266 at a room temperature (about 295 K). Herein, M max is the maximum value of the measured or deconvolved 1st harmonic. The first row in Figure 4 shows the deconvolved images of the harmonic ratio R 3rd/1st for different K max values. From the spatial distribution of the harmonic ratio, MNP temperature imaging is realized with the calibration curve of harmonic ratio R 3rd/1st versus temperature (see Figure 2) . The second row in Figure 4 shows the corresponding deconvolved temperature images, which clearly show that the first line of the phantom has a higher temperature than the others. Some gross errors, caused by the instability of the SMPS, can be found in the measured temperature image without deconvolution. Furthermore, the temperature, as expected, decreases with increasing distance between the phantom line and the hot-water tube. With the deconvolved spatial distributions of the 1st and 3rd harmonics, the spatial distributions of harmonic ratio R3rd/1st for different Kmax values are depicted in Figure 4 . Note that MNP temperature imaging is not able to provide temperature information at a position where there are no MNPs. Thus, a threshold γ = 0.3 is applied in the calculation of the harmonic ratio R3rd/1st in this paper. The harmonic ratio R3rd/1st in a position where M1(x, y) <γ·Mmax, meaning there are no MNPs in the position, was set to 0.266 at a room temperature (about 295 K). Herein, Mmax is the maximum value of the measured or deconvolved 1st harmonic. The first row in Figure 4 shows the deconvolved images of the harmonic ratio R3rd/1st for different Kmax values. From the spatial distribution of the harmonic ratio, MNP temperature imaging is realized with the calibration curve the SMPS, can be found in the measured temperature image without deconvolution. Furthermore, the temperature, as expected, decreases with increasing distance between the phantom line and the hot-water tube. 
Spatial Resolution
Different Kmax values are applied in the deconvolution to investigate the effect on the spatial resolution. The 1st harmonics are used to characterize the MNP concentration image. 
Different K max values are applied in the deconvolution to investigate the effect on the spatial resolution. The 1st harmonics are used to characterize the MNP concentration image. Figure 5 displays the concentration c versus y position (c-y curve) for different K max values. Herein, the c-y curve is averaged over different x positions. With K max = 0 and 20, the two lines with a distance of 3 mm can be resolved. Only four peaks are discernible from the c-y curve. With K max = 200 and 800, five peaks are discernible, whereas the two lines with a distance of 2.0 mm can be resolved. With K max = 2000, six peaks are discernible, whereas the two lines with a distance of 1.0 mm can be resolved. However, the deconvolved image with an even higher K max cannot resolve the two lines with a distance of 0.5 mm. However, the deconvolved image with an even higher Kmax cannot resolve the two lines with a distance of 0.5 mm. A modulation transfer function MTF(fspatial) is calculated from the c-y curve for a quantitative estimation of the spatial resolution [34, 35] . Herein, fSpatial represents the spatial frequency. The MTF is defined as MTF(fSpatial) = (cmax − cmin)/(cmax + cmin), where cmax (cmin) is the maximum (minimum) value of the c-y curve at a certain spatial frequency fSpatial. For instance, a spatial frequency fSpatial of 0.2 mm −1 is calculated by 1/(d + w) for a distance d = 4 mm between two lines and a line width w = 1 mm. Figure 6 shows MTF(fSpatial) versus fSpatial, calculated from the c-y curve shown in Figure 5 . The spatial resolution RSpatial is defined as the value at which MTF(1/RSpatial) equals 0.5. It indicates that 1/RSpatial increases with increasing Kmax, meaning that the spatial resolution Rspatial is improved. A cubic interpolation is used to calculate 1/Rspatial. With this definition of spatial resolution, Figure 7 presents the spatial resolution versus Kmax. With Kmax = 0, the spatial resolution RSpatial amounts to about 5 mm. With increasing Kmax to 1000, the spatial resolution RSpatial is significantly improved to about 2.6 mm. With Kmax greater than 4000, the spatial resolution RSpatial is getting saturated. For Kmax of 10,000 or greater, the spatial resolution RSpatial is about 2 mm. Note that the distance between the pickup coil and the phantom is larger than 1.75 mm. Therefore, the highest achievable spatial resolution is about 2 mm. Figure 6 shows MTF(f Spatial ) versus f Spatial , calculated from the c-y curve shown in Figure 5 . The spatial resolution R Spatial is defined as the value at which MTF(1/R Spatial ) equals 0.5. It indicates that 1/R Spatial increases with increasing K max , meaning that the spatial resolution R spatial is improved. A cubic interpolation is used to calculate 1/R spatial . With this definition of spatial resolution, Figure 7 presents the spatial resolution versus K max . With K max = 0, the spatial resolution R Spatial amounts to about 5 mm. With increasing K max to 1000, the spatial resolution R Spatial is significantly improved to about 2.6 mm. With K max greater than 4000, the spatial resolution R Spatial is getting saturated. For K max of 10,000 or greater, the spatial resolution R Spatial is about 2 mm. Note that the distance between the pickup coil and the phantom is larger than 1.75 mm. Therefore, the highest achievable spatial resolution is about 2 mm. Figure 8 . With increasing K max , both the T-x and T-y curves show pronounced oscillations. Therefore, a greater K max value qualitatively results in a worse temperature resolution.
Temperature Resolution
In principle, the MNP temperatures at different x positions but at the same y position are expected to be the same, which can be seen from the T-x curves for K max = 0. In addition, the temperatures at five adjacent y positions (in a 1-mm area in the y direction) are almost the same. Thus, the standard deviation δ(y) is calculated from the measured temperatures at different x positions and at five adjacent y positions excluding the temperatures set to room temperature. The standard deviation δ(y) versus y position is depicted in Figure 9 for different K max values. It indicates that the standard deviation δ(y) gradually increases with increasing K max , representing a worse temperature resolution at a greater K max .
To quantitatively investigate the temperature resolution, it is approximated by the standard deviation δ(y) averaged over different y positions for different K max . Herein, the standard deviation δ(y) equaling 0 is excluded in the calculation of the average value of δ(y). Figure 10 shows the temperature resolution versus K max . As can be seen, the temperature resolution gets worse with increasing K max . For K max = 0, the temperature resolution is about 1.0 K, which mainly comes from the measurement noise and the instability of the controlled water temperature. Note that the temperature resolution without deconvolution is worse than that of about 0.2 K reported in [27] , which is caused by the different measurement times. In this paper, the whole measurement for an image is about 15 min whereas it is about 3 h, meaning that there are more average times, in [27] . For K max = 100, the temperature resolution is about 2.4 K. Further increasing K max , the temperature resolution gets worse and worse. With K max = 10,000, the temperature resolution, originating from the deconvolution-based oscillation, is about 9.6 K. In principle, the MNP temperatures at different x positions but at the same y position are expected to be the same, which can be seen from the T-x curves for Kmax = 0. In addition, the temperatures at five adjacent y positions (in a 1-mm area in the y direction) are almost the same. Thus, the standard deviation δ(y) is calculated from the measured temperatures at different x positions and at five adjacent y positions excluding the temperatures set to room temperature. The standard deviation δ(y) versus y position is depicted in Figure 9 for different Kmax values. It indicates that the standard deviation δ(y) gradually increases with increasing Kmax, representing a worse temperature resolution at a greater Kmax. To quantitatively investigate the temperature resolution, it is approximated by the standard deviation δ(y) averaged over different y positions for different Kmax. Herein, the standard deviation δ(y) equaling 0 is excluded in the calculation of the average value of δ(y). Figure 10 shows the temperature resolution versus Kmax. As can be seen, the temperature resolution gets worse with increasing Kmax. For Kmax = 0, the temperature resolution is about 1.0 K, which mainly comes from the temperature resolution without deconvolution is worse than that of about 0.2 K reported in [27] , which is caused by the different measurement times. In this paper, the whole measurement for an image is about 15 min whereas it is about 3 h, meaning that there are more average times, in [27] . For Kmax = 100, the temperature resolution is about 2.4 K. Further increasing Kmax, the temperature resolution gets worse and worse. With Kmax = 10,000, the temperature resolution, originating from the deconvolution-based oscillation, is about 9.6 K. 
Conclusions
The spatial and temperature resolutions are key parameters in MNP temperature imaging. This paper quantitatively investigates the temperature and spatial resolutions of MNP temperature imaging. A multiline phantom with different distances between two adjacent lines is used to perform experiments. The 1st and 3rd harmonics of the MNPs are measured with a custom-built scanning magnetic particle spectrometer. The 1st and 3rd harmonics are used to determine the concentration image by the reconstruction method with the measured point spread function, while the harmonic ratio is applied to determine the temperature image independent of concentration. An iterative deconvolution method is performed to improve the spatial resolution. A modulation transfer function is calculated from the concentration image for the spatial resolution, whereas the average standard deviation of measured temperatures is calculated for the temperature resolution. The influence of the deconvolution on the spatial and temperature resolutions is quantitatively investigated by changing the iterative loops in the deconvolution. Experimental results indicate that the deconvolution increases the spatial resolution but worsens the temperature resolution due to deconvolution-based oscillation. It demonstrates that there is a trade-off between the spatial and temperature resolutions.
